Mechanism of Spectral Distortion for Real-Time Crack Propagation on Aluminum Alloy Structure
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This study investigates four characteristic damage mechanisms of fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors, with fatigue crack propagation in aluminum alloy. The multipeak wavelength distinguish algorithm was developed for FBG spectrum quantitative analysis. The results distinguish a subordinate peak skewing significantly, associated with strain patterns along the FBG, corresponding to various crack lengths. For parallel bonded direction grating, the subordinate peak skewing appears at the strain pattern transition region. This is located at the ratio 32%-34% of crack length lying in the crack tip. Meanwhile, the four damage characteristics correspond to subordinate peak skewing. When the strain is distributed along the grating, spectral distortion occurs. In this region, the cubic strain pattern determines the shorter wavelength location of subordinate peaks. This corresponds to the 15%-17% ratio of crack length lying in the grating, causing spectral oscillations.

1. Introduction

Aluminum alloy is extensively employed in aircraft construction, because the constructs will experience structural damage in long-term service. This involves mechanisms such as fatigue, material aging, corrosion, and cracking problems [1]. Furthermore, the structural damage can be identified synchronously in real-time monitoring of aluminum alloy crack propagation [2]. Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors have been acknowledged and used in structural health monitoring (SHM). For example, this is implemented in the concrete structure of bridges, nuclear power stations, and large dams. This is due to the following specific benefits of FBG sensors which include erosion resistance, small size, and multiplexing [3]. It is deliberated to be one of the most hopeful sensors in observing the strain distribution near the crack tip for propagation prediction. However, it is a challenge to utilize the FBG sensors in crack propagation monitoring of aluminum alloy components.

Several researchers have made contributions on interpretations for mechanisms of spectral characteristics, regarding the various damage pattern identifications of composite materials. Takeda et al. place FBG sensors near the delamination to correlate spectral intensity and spread with crack progression [4]. They observe that the delamination starts at the end of the sensor and grows parallel along the longitudinal axis. The related spectrum shifts and splits into two distinct peaks. Childs et al. [5] relate these two peaks to the strain levels along the grating ahead and behind the delamination. They attempt to correlate the intensity ratio of these peaks to the delamination length. Sante [6] embedded a chirped FBG sensor near the bond line of a GFRP single-lap joint and validated the relationship between the disbanded tip position and the wavelength of the shape change. In addition, Ramly et al. [7] undertook research on the monitoring composite delamination areas. These results describe two peaks at lower and higher wavelengths in the reflection spectra, corresponding to the various forms of strain distribution. This continues with an increment of the delaminated area.

The shapes of the reflected spectra depend on the strain gradients along the axial grating of the FBG sensors.
Thus, Rajabzadeh et al. [8] assume that the nonuniform strain distribution along the grating may be the main reason for spectrum distortion. In addition, numerical models are constructed to verify Rajabzadeh’s statement. However, for real-time applications, the spectral distortion (or the subordinate peak appearance time) cannot be used as the determinate factor for crack length propagation. Our research suggests that the skewing of the subordinate peak corresponds to the crack propagation. In addition, Correia et al. [9] found that the turning of the subordinate peak is correlated with the ratio of effective sensing length to the actual bonded length. Also, the sensing grating regions can be divided into three sections called the effective interaction subregions. To analyze the comprehensive correlation of crack length with FBG spectral behavior, we will investigate four damage characteristics. This involves the primary wavelength variation, the number of subordinate peaks, the spectral bandwidth, and the subordinate wavelength skewing, in correspondence with the crack length.

**Figure 1:** The diagram of the centroid peak shifting detection algorithm.
2. Damage Characteristic Detection Algorithm

With the nonuniform strain sensing, the spectrum became asymmetric, broadened, and distorted; the traditional algorithm for extracting the FBG spectral central peak is difficult to realize the accurate wavelength value. In this paper, a multipeak wavelength distinguish algorithm is introduced. It is necessary to denoise the spectrum signal, and the variation mode decomposition (VMD) combined with wavelet thresholding is developed. The subordinate wavelength data were extracted under the 3 dB bandwidth region, and the centroid algorithm is defined based on the damage spectrum. The diagram of the centroid peak shifting detection algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

2.1. VMD Wavelet Denoising Pretreatment Algorithm. Traditionally, the variation mode decomposition (VMD) can sense multiple modes concurrently; under the same frequency \([10]\), Li and Yao \([11]\) introduced the band-limited intrinsic mode function (BLIMF) for signal acquisition. However, the algorithm lacks adaptability due to the fixed energy distribution of signal mode, corresponding to the determined decomposition layers. In this paper, a variation mode decomposition integrated with the wavelet threshold algorithm is produced. And the procedure of VMD wavelet denoising algorithm is as follows:

**Step 1.** The spectrum signal in the domain is decomposed by the VMD algorithm into band-limited intrinsic mode function (BLIMF) \(u_k\) in the frequency domain. And the optimal decomposition layers’ number \(K\) is set to 6, and the corresponding optimal balance parameter \(\alpha\) is set as 200.

**Step 2.** By soft thresholding the BLIMF value, the wavelet type is set to sym5 and the wavelet layer is set to 6 \([12]\). The improved soft threshold can be set as

\[
\widehat{d}_i = \begin{cases} 
\text{sign} (d_i) \left( |d_i| - \frac{T_i}{\exp ((|d_i|/T_i) - 1)^2} \right), & |d_i| \geq T_i, \\
0, & |d_i| < T_i,
\end{cases}
\]

where \(d_i\) represents the \(i\)th improved threshold of the BLIMF. \(T_i\) represents each submodule threshold, and the solution formula is described as follows:

\[
T = \frac{100\sigma \sqrt{2E_i \log (N)}}{\log (j + 1)}. \tag{2}
\]

Here, mean square deviation \(\sigma\) is estimated by \(\sigma = \text{median}(|c_i|; i = 1, 2, \cdots, N)/0.675\). The \(i\)th BLIMF energy \(E_i\) is estimated as follows:

\[
E_i = \frac{E_i^2}{\beta \rho^{-k}}, \quad k = 2, 3, 4 \cdots. \tag{3}
\]

The shifting iteration process parameters \(\beta, \rho\) are set as 0.719 and 2.01 \([13]\), respectively.

**Step 2.** The multidenoising is applied with various methods, such as the EMD with the detrend fluctuation analysis (EMD-DFA), EMD with the changed thresholding wavelet (EMD-changed wavelet), EMD-wavelet, and VMD-changed wavelet, as shown in Figure 2.

The VMD-changed wavelet method can efficiently preserve the detail signal without affecting the noise signal filtered.

2.2. The Multipeak Wavelength Distinguish Algorithm. The deformed spectrum was split primarily for multipeak preprocessing, and secondarily the spectrum central wavelength was extracted segmentally. The detailed process is shown in Figure 3.

To extract the zero crossing points of the transformed signal, the denoised signal must be transformed by the Hilbert transform firstly. The Hilbert transform value equals the convolution integral between the signal \(x(t)\) and \((\pi t)^{-1}\). The Hilbert transform \(x(t)\) was denoted as

\[
\tilde{x}(t) = H[x(t)] = x(t) * \frac{1}{\pi t}. \tag{4}
\]

The denoising spectrum signal is shown in Figure 4(a), and the processed signal by the Hilbert transform is shown in Figure 4(b). To reduce the error of extracting extreme poles instead of zero crossing points, the peak slope and peak group-threshold method is proposed for the initial estimate of the primary peak area. The subsidiary peak recognition satisfy not only the value of zero crossing points under the Hilbert transform but also the peak threshold sharp increasing 1 nm in slope shape, as shown in Figure 4(b). Meanwhile, to improve the accuracy of detection, the 3 dB threshold window function is defined in the preprocessing, as shown in Figure 4(c).

The intensity of \(\tilde{x}(\lambda)\) has a sharp slope between the left and right pole points in Figure 4(b). Additionally, the intensity of \(x(\lambda)\) in Figure 4(a) and \(\tilde{x}(\lambda)\) in Figure 4(b) have the same fluctuating trend in the reflection area. The subsidiary peak number and the FWHM can be estimated.

Due to the advantage of high computation and precision, the centroid algorithm is applied to recognize the peak wavelength, as shown in Figure 5. The centroid algorithm produces a point corresponding to the geometric centroid of a spectrum, calculated by equation (5), where \(N\) is the size of the spectrum point vector, \(\lambda_i\) is the \(i\)th point wavelength, and \(I_i\) is the \(i\)th point reflectivity intensity.

\[
\lambda_B = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \lambda_i I_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} I_i}. \tag{5}
\]

3. Experiment Performance

To investigate the mechanisms of damage characteristics of different fatigue crack lengths, the employed specimens are bonded with FBG sensors. In the existing literature, the FBG sensors were embedded in composites for structural health monitoring. Ramakrishnan et al. \([14]\) found that the
crack length was closely related to the delamination damage of composites, and the FBG sensors could sense the composite delamination. However, it is still a challenge for FBG to sense the crack damage of aluminum alloy. In this paper, the FBG sensors are adhered on the aluminum alloy plate, and the mechanism of damage characteristics corresponding to the crack propagation is studied. In this section, we evaluate the conduct for four proposed damage characteristics on FBG spectral experimental data. Therefore, an experiment in real-time crack propagation monitoring was performed with a high-resolution optical microscope SM125. In addition, the reflectance spectra were obtained and recorded with an optical spectral analyzer.

Strain field alteration caused changes in the full-spectral response that were detected and indicated that disband dependent nonlinear behavior of the structure appears in the dynamic spectral response. Jin et al. [15] found that the subordinate peak skewing corresponds closely to the crack length and location. Meanwhile, further investigation on the subordinate peak skewed various with the ratio of crack length to the entire grating, which indicates that the first appeared time and the skewing of the subordinate peak are indicated by the crack location and length. Consequently, a real-time peak-seek algorithm for subordinate peak detection is applied, aided by the model carol method [16]. To calculate the peak width and subordinate peak location, the algorithm detects the maximum reflected optical power of each FBG.

3.1. Specimen. The objective system established in this paper is a plate made of aluminum alloy 7075-T6, with the dimensions of 300 mm × 100 mm × 2 mm, as shown in Figure 6. A 10 mm hole is in the center of the plate. To follow the crack tip with the FBG sensors, a 3 mm initial crack length is desired according to the standard. The specimen properties are shown in Table 1.

For strain sensing in various shape distributions along the grating, the FBG sensors with no covering layer are
directly bonded in a horizontal plane onto the hole side in the 7075-T6 aluminum alloy specimen. This ensures a slow propagation of the crack into the sensing zone, and the FBG1 was placed 4 mm ahead of the initial crack tip with a 4 mm distance between FBG1 and FBG2. FBG parameters adopted in the experiment are as follows: grating length is 10.1 and 10.2 mm; bonded length is 11.3 and 11.4 mm; thickness of adhesive layer is about 0.3 mm; the liquid cyanoacrylate adhesive is used; and Young’s modulus of the adhesive is 1.75 MPa.

3.2. Experiment Setup. A fatigue crack damage recognition test platform is developed, and FBG sensors are utilized to abstract the damage indicator. The overall view of the hole-edge crack experimental setup is composed of three main segments: fatigue loading equipment, optical modulation analyzer, and fatigue crack detection device (see Figure 7). Fatigue testing is undertaken using a hydraulic MTS machine with continuous fatigue loading along the axial direction. Constant amplitude loading spectra are used in this study, with a maximum loading set value of 65 MPa and a cycling frequency of 10 Hz. The FBG sensors were connected to an optical demodulator (SM125, Micro Optics Inc.), with high wavelength resolution. The reflected spectral data was recorded for real-time monitoring of crack propagation. Fatigue crack length was measured with an optical microscope, and crack tip propagation was observed with a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) camera.

3.3. Mechanism of Damage Characteristics. The natural crack was initiated and propagated by submitting the plate to a cyclical fatigue test. An FBG sensor was used to measure the strain distribution along the axial grating at different strain profiles, with the crack propagation. Data was obtained using the FBG sensing demodulation system throughout cyclic fatigue. Initially, the reflection spectra were symmetrical and developed a primary reflection spectrum. Subsequently, the peak simply moves backwards or forwards when the grating sensed a uniform strain profile. In this stage, its pitch changes accordingly with internal periodic modulation.

With the crack propagation, the spectral wavelength shifted gradually while the reflection spectrum showed a significant change in its shape. For example, Figure 8 shows when the subordinate peaks appear. In this period, FBG sensors have a gradual change in the grating period, which yield a characteristically broad and flat reflection spectrum. The subordinate peak skewing of the reflected spectra has a one-to-one correspondence with the proportion of crack length in the grating section. Meanwhile, the subordinate peak number changes with the fatigue crack propagation. During this process, the changing regularity of subordinate peak numbers closely relates to the proportion of crack length in the grating length. Noteworthy meaningful phenomena are that spectral distortion appears in the stage of ratio alternation. The distortion of the spectra is attributed to the eventually nonuniform distribution of strain along the grating.

Figure 8 shows the signal changes of the FBG sensors due to different crack lengths under cyclic crack propagation tests. The above-mentioned features would be applied to identify damage in real-time monitoring.
3.3.1. The Primary Wavelength Variation. It is well understood that the primary wavelength corresponds to the average strain along the grating. When the grating senses compression/strain, the primary wavelength shifts towards shorter/higher wavelength. Fernando et al. [17] illustrate the primary wavelength corresponding to the delamination with strain magnitude. According to Reference [18], the center wavelength increased linearly with the composite delamination damage.

**Figure 4:** (a) The original spectrum. (b) The processed signal treatment by the Hilbert transform. (c) Peak diagnosis using the proposed algorithm.
However, FBG sensors used for fatigue-induced damage monitoring were mainly bonded perpendicular to the external loading force. However, this research applies a force perpendicular to the fast axis of the fiber, and the crack propagation orientation is paralleled to the fast axis of the fiber. The experimental result shows that the reflection spectra were clearly narrow and symmetrical. Therefore, the primary reflection spectrum is only found at the initial state.

Table 1: Mechanical properties of 7075-T6 aluminum alloy plates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Tensile strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Yield strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio (MPa)</th>
<th>Elastic modulus (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al7075-T6</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>73100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Schematic of the central wavelength detection by the centroid algorithm.

Figure 6: Schematic of the aluminum specimen.
Afterwards, the peak simply moves backwards or forwards when the grating sensed a uniform strain profile. In this stage, its pitch changes accordingly with internal periodic modulation. It was also observed that primary wavelength shift value was less than 0.1 nm during crack propagation. This is because there is a small offset between the center of the FBG and the intersection point between the FBG and neutral line.

With crack propagation, the nonuniform strain distribution is induced by the crack tip causing the reflection spectrum deformation. It should be noted here that the turning point coincides well within the ratio of crack length lying in the whole grating. At the ratio 32%-35% of crack tip located on the grating, the average strain value is distributed on the effective sensing. This value is relatively large, and the cubic strain pattern is distributed along the grating taking primary responsibility in spectral peak location decision. Thus, in regions A and B, the wavelength increased with crack propagation. When the ratio reaches about 36%-67%, the average strain value decreased and the quadratic strain pattern is distributed along the grating. Figure 9 shows the primary wavelength due to different crack lengths.

3.3.2. Spectral Bandwidth. The spectral bandwidth measurements are well represented by the average strain gradient along the FBG sensors. However, this does not yield an accurate measurement of the complexity of the strain field. Indeed, many researchers [19] found that the spectral bandwidth could respond to strain gradient. Hence, it had been applied for real-time in situ monitoring of composite material damage. Ussorio et al. [20] used the spectral bandwidth changes of distributed FBG sensors as indicators of matrix crack. Takeda et al. [21] estimated the composite delamination based on the quantitative change in the spectral bandwidth.

The spectral bandwidth indicator could be applied for both composites and metal materials. Jin et al. [22] have demonstrated that strain distributions along the grating creates localized resonances at different wavelengths by experimental studies. This provides a reason why the spectral distortion occurred. Meanwhile, the number of the subordinate peaks could significantly affect the spectrum bandwidth variation. Thus, spectral bandwidth would be used as an indicator for the hole-edge crack diagnosis. Spectral bandwidth represents the range of the induced strain values and thus the magnitude of the strain gradient along the grating. This research will utilize the full width at half maximum (FWHM). Accordingly, the spectral bandwidth is the most commonly used measurement of spectral distortion for FBG sensors [23].

Previous studies have demonstrated that the strain distribution along the grating is mainly due to the ratio of crack length lying in the grating with respect to the entire grating. Another observation could be made for spectral changes, due to crack propagation in which significant peak splitting occurs. However, it should be noted the total bandwidth increase may not be large in this period. The FWHM variation tendency shows gentle rise and decline in zones A and B, as shown in Figure 10. Meanwhile, the FWHM displays an obvious correlation with crack length until a crack saturation length was reached. The spectrum bandwidth was also directly related to strain distribution and has been previously applied [24]. This is because there is a small offset between the center of the FBG and the intersection point between the FBG and neutral line.

It is known that the deformity of the reflection spectra is generally related to the strain distribution along the FBGs [25]. In fact, the distribution of strain patterns along the grating corresponds to crack propagation. The crack in the aluminum material can produce a strain concentration or gradient zone, which contains complex strain patterns. If
Figure 8: Continued.
Figure 8: The corresponding spectra for different crack lengths.
different strain patterns are applied on the grating, the grating will suffer with the same nonuniform strain distribution pattern, causing a sensor response that is significantly more complicated relative to a uniform case [26]. The nonuniform strain along the grating will change the periodicity of the grating pattern. Hence, the grating pattern is modified from a uniform to a chirped configuration [27], as shown in Figure 10.

3.3.3. Number of Subordinate Peaks. The crack in the aluminum material can produce a strain concentration, which contains complex strain patterns. The spectrum distortion corresponds to the strain pattern in the grating. Meanwhile, if the grating suffers with a similar nonuniform strain pattern, the sensor response is significantly more complicated compared to a uniform case [18]. This means that the spectral distortion relates to both the ratio of crack tip lying in the whole grating length and the location of the crack tip in the grating. The number of subordinate peaks is dependent on this ratio.

In this research, spectral datasets are collected by fixing four parallel specimens under cyclic fatigue tests. The reflected spectral data were normalized as for the spectral subordinate peak number method. Figure 11 displays a schematic diagram of the subordinate peak number counting. Although the high-order peaks had been filtered using the FBG sensing demodulation SM 125, the higher-order peaks imply no significant contribution to the crack propagation. Thus, the intensity of the reflection spectrum was normalized by the intensity of the highest component. The reflected spectrum data was selected with $\bar{r} \geq 0.5$ (i.e., full width at half maximum).

If the strain field is changing over a short effective segment of the whole grating length, the cubic strain pattern as the main form distributed along the grating. As only a discrete number of peaks are calculated, the relationship is not as smooth as the spectral primary wavelength measure.

At the 1%-67% ratio of the crack length lying in the whole grating, the number of the subordinate peaks shows an upward trend. This is especially important during the
ratio of 1%-32%, where the subordinate peak number increased rapidly. The experimental spectral bandwidth is plotted for four parallel plates in Figure 12.

Thus, the number of subordinate peaks may be useful as an indicator of imminent failure of the aluminum material.

3.3.4. The Subordinate Wavelength Skewing. The location of subordinate peaks corresponds to the location of strain concentration on the FBG sensors. At the initial stage, about 15% ratio of crack length lying in the whole grating causes slitting of the spectra and distortion of the spectral shape. The subordinate peak appears at the shorter wavelength, and the wavelength only increased due to the strain value concentrated on the short effective sensitive grating. Meanwhile, at about 32% ratio of the crack length lying in the whole grating, a similar trend of subordinate peak wavelength can be observed for crack propagation. As our previous research shows, this depends on the strain pattern

![Figure 11: The schematic diagram of the subordinate peak number counting.](image-url)
distribution along the grating. It must also include the different shapes of the strain distributions, for the analysis directly reflected the shape skewing of the subordinate peak.

Afterwards, the spectra become enlarged, and the subordinate peak skews at a longer wavelength and drifts to the same orientation. The nonuniform strain along the grating will change the periodicity of the grating pattern. In this way, the grating pattern is modified from a uniform to a chirped configuration [28]. Meanwhile, the subordinate peak wavelength shows a significant decline at the strain pattern transition region with the average strain decrease, as shown in zone A in Figure 13. Nevertheless, as the crack length increases, the strain pattern is distributed along the variable grating, and the widths of the measured spectra increased.

It is confirmed that oscillations of the spectrum can be related to the nonuniform strain distribution along the grating caused by cracks. Thus, they serve nonuniform strain patterns along the grating, and it is assumed to be the principal reason for the spectral oscillation [29]. Meanwhile, when the ratio reaches to about 67%, the subordinate peak appears at a shorter wavelength, and the strain value distribution on the effective sensing region increased. Thus, the subordinate peak wavelength increased rapidly, as shown in zone B in Figure 13. The reflection spectra were even split into several peaks at the ultimate break of the grating, at about 15% ratio of crack length lying in the whole grating.

To further explore the subordinate wavelength variation, the experimental data of four samples tested were analyzed, as shown in Figure 13.

4. Discussion

4.1. Subordinate Wavelength Skewing. When the compression strain is identified by the grating, the spectrum moves to a shorter wavelength. In contrast, when the tensile strain is detected by the grating, the spectrum moves to a longer wavelength [30]. The strain distribution around the crack tip is highly variable. It is worth mentioning that if the FBG was submitted to different strain patterns along the grating, different lower peaks will distort the reflected peak.
The slitting of the spectra occurred and the spectral shape becomes distorted. Meanwhile, the primary wavelength, FWHM, subordinate peak number, and subordinate wavelength skewing with the strain pattern change along the grating.

It is assumed that the subordinate peak location skewing corresponds to the change of the strain pattern along the grating, with respect to the crack propagation. This is especially true at the strain pattern transition region, which is located at the ratio 32-34% of crack length lying in the whole grating.

4.2. Spectral Distortion. Literature [31] shows that both elastic and plastic strains can be experienced in the grating. In combination with complex strain distributions around the crack tip, a serve strain distribution pattern could be sensed by the grating, such as linear, quadratic, and cubic strain distributions. The literature further reveals that the linear, quadratic, and cubic strain patterns along the grating determine the subordinate peak location.

Thus, it is assumed that the complex strain pattern perceived by the grating could be the chief reason of spectrum distortion, correlating with the ratio of crack length lying in the whole grating.

5. Conclusion

To determine the characteristic damage variation of FBG sensors with the crack propagation, FBG shows significant changes in the strain due to damage in the specimen. The four characteristic parameters were abstracted by analyzing experimental data. This was followed by the correlation of damage characteristics with crack length and investigated with the four damage characteristics, namely, the primary wavelength, the subordinate peak number, the FWHM, and the subordinate wavelength skewing.

During crack propagation, the subordinate peak skewed with the strain pattern transition region, with the ratio 32-34% of crack length lying in the grating length. Meanwhile, the FWHM, the primary wavelength, and the subordinate
peak number correspond to the subordinate peak skewing. Thus, it is confirmed that subordinate peak skewing can be applied as an effective indicator to evaluate the crack propagation for the aluminum.

Furthermore, the FBG-based demodulation method can be used as an interesting and alternative technique for real-time detection of transverse cracks in aluminum.
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